Greetings to all of our Satanic Family and Comrades.

For those who have been lacking time, below is the schedule. If translators are lacking time, you can post simply the schedule. However it's important to translate this text. For such reason I post this around 23 hours before the next day where the schedule has to be out. This will be one of our most powerful and effective schedules yet, as planetary alignments are very strong to benefit us right now.

I also wanted to congratulate everyone who has done work to eliminate the enemy's hostile energies on their Passover. You might have felt such, but also undeniably it was felt that our energies got in the line and these lessened the pure crap of the enemy. We also continue for April 1st to do such. So the enemy's year will go to shit, and that we will score way more wins. Also, none of this death energy will be enough and/or functional to curse us, as the most major curses they do on Purim and Passover. All of which find us prepared everytime.

As you have seen the enemy has been pushing us, but there have also been many great happenings that are beneficial to our side erupting. Such as the fact that Christianity is officially dying, and other things such as the Spying Empire of reptile Zuckerberg coming under major damages. Meta-politically and politically everything is slowly moving to our behalf, and the enemy has collapsed internally. Why this has happened now and not before? Because now we are fighting back spiritually, and counteracting on the nefarious spiritual warfare of the enemy.

The enemy complains over the fact they are being revealed to every person on the planet. The real question is that why THIS race, above all others, is being in this position? Now let's think to ourselves, if someone made a crime, and they were a decent person, would they repent the crime, or they basically would whine and spit on the world for noticing the crime, without even trying to explain anything? The jews are acting on a racial level in pure, mass murderer psychopathy. Because they KNOW we are right, they consider is pointless to converse anymore - and that looking into facts presented is going to simply make the world want to destroy them.

So what they do is wage straight up war to the 99% of the planet. In some cases it looks like they have also lost their mind, such as in arresting people for facebook posts. They literally put police forces in some European countries to police facebook. Meanwhile, grooming gangs are raping 1000's of children - but these are Aryan Goyim children, so it's all "great". At least a jew wasn't called a kike on jewbook, so 'the law' has been doing it's job in protecting the only True Humans of this world, the jews. From the subversive Goyim who are threatening the jews emotionally by calling them jews or something.
As for the raped and humiliated children, who cares? They are of the goyim. We have the emotions of the True Humans to care about, the jews. As you can see the point here is to protect the jews and their agenda, not protect people anymore. Due to the fact we want to stay within legality, we do something fully legal (Only recently legal, because in the past it was not legal to practice witchcraft and one was put to DEATH for it...).

We fight spiritually to solve these issues once and for all.

People were wronged before, and had their free speech taken away before. Nobody really did much. People were sunken in lack of knowledge, there wasn't internet to help. People were dying in poverty but they were not reacting, and others who were headed for a full genocide were sleeping under a lullaby, the White race. But now people are waking up. As if from a strong drugged out comatose situation, but they are.

The documented crimes of the enemy are one thing, and one may need to constantly study further and remember why we do what we do in regards to spiritual warfare. There are many undocumented crimes, that were never registered, and the victims of which have had disappeared completely.

It is a crime to burn what has remained of another civilization, but if everyone is dead also, who will remember it? This is what happened to many nations and many races before. The enemy praises these holocausts of these innocent people in their holy book. If you think you know anything of the admitted and discovered crimes of the enemy, then I tell you, these are not even 1% of the things they have done. Like the mafia, the jew works in a similar mindset : extinct the accuser and there is no crime.

Satan is called the "Accuser" for a reason, and spiritually this is allegorical, this means that Satan brings these matters to "God" (remember God is simply the natural intelligence) and this smites and destroys the jews. Right here the jews prove they are fully guilty. They blame the oppressed for reporting their crimes to this spiritual intelligence, in other words, using spiritual means to deliver justice against them.

And what kind of beings we are dealing with, should be evident from the above. One must also be thankful that the Gods have given us very powerful means that can help solve these issues at their core. And that someone, something, out there, cares about this situation. Because this situation is truly dire and none of the offices of this world are willing to give a damn about such issue. While statistically speaking this is causing a genocide and has caused many others before historically.

It may come up to people at some point a question. Why does the enemy does what they do? Why do they have written a whole book of curses and pestilences, and threats for humanity? Why they have brainwashed, destroyed and literally enslaved humans so many times over?
The enemy consistently preaches against "Ego". However, look at them...They literally ripped themselves from the belly of all other humans, acted in the most egoistical manner, and even curse everyone who is different from them. To rot in "Hell" you simply need to be non-jewish, and not adhere to the jewish egregore. On top of everything else, they wish for death and enslavement for everyone else, even their own, who stands remotely in the wrong place in regards to their objectives. We are dealing with pure evil here. As to what evil means, it means hostile. These beings are alien. Even the vilest humans they cannot reach such heights of vileness without any reason. The jews can.

If the enemy was to some extent what we call 'human', or anything was in anyway deserving of any mercy, they wouldn't have done this in the first place. Many people in the past, many great leaders, and many empires, tried to talk sense to these alien creatures and explain to them the dark pit unto which they were descending when they decided to wage war against all of Satan's creation here. They insisted, and they insist all the time, with blind hatred and egotism to exterminate and subjugate everyone else.

So our answer after many thousands of years of back and forth. Is to fully eradicate the enemy in all levels of existence. Which is what the enemy has called upon themselves. If they wanted otherwise, they would retreat and stop their actions against humanity. But they only intensify such because they think that the Gods who did run the world for tens of thousands of years are now 'a thing of the past' and that they will so easily emerge victorious over aliens who run whole galaxies on their behalf...

Stupidity pays, and Justice must be delivered.

**Below the Schedule:**

*The Shema RTR (SH-RTR) is now officially our opener RTR. It is done to open the enemy to our attacks and strip them of all protection.*

*In bold, these are IDEAL dates to do the RTR's for maximum damage… The RTR's have been put in such a fashion to maximize the damage we will do in these days.*

2. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Communications, Kol Nidrei RTR.
3. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR, Anti-Nazarene-Egregore RTR.
4. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Communications, Demonic Authority RTR, Anti-Nazarene-Egregore RTR.
5. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Holding Enemy Accountable RTR, Restoring Justice RTR.
6. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Holding Enemy Accountable RTR, Restoring Justice RTR.
7. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Destroying Jewish Rule and Financial Domination RTR (Pt 1 and 2)
8. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Destroying Jewish Rule and Financial Domination RTR (Pt 1 and 2)
9. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Destroying Jewish Rule and Financial Domination RTR (Pt 1 and 2)
10. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Communications, Right to Rule Own Nations RTR, Ending Confusion RTR.
11. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Communications, Right to Rule Own Nations RTR, Ending Confusion RTR.
12. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Curse Israel RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, Serpent is Empowered RTR.
13. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Curse Israel RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, Serpent is Empowered RTR.
14. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Curse Israel RTR, Serpent is Free RTR, Serpent is Empowered RTR.
15. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Curse Israel RTR, Serpent is Ascending RTR, Demonic Authority RTR.
16. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Curse Israel RTR, Serpent is Ascending RTR, Demonic Authority RTR.
17. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Curse Israel RTR, Serpent is Ascending RTR, Demonic Authority RTR.
18. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Destroying Jewish Rule and Financial Domination RTR (Pt 1 and 2)
19. SH-RTR-> 72, 42, Destroying Jewish Rule and Financial Domination RTR (Pt 1 and 2)

Below the Links to the Rituals:

72- http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/72_Stinking_Names.html
42- http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Ritual_42.html
Demonic Authority- http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/2017_Solstice.htm
Holding Enemy Accountable RTR- http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/N1526.htm
Destroying Jewish Rule and Domination (Part 1 and 2 in link) - http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D298.htm
Curse Israel RTR- http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/CursesIsraelRitual.htm
Serpent is Free RTR - http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse314Ritual.htm
Serpent is Empowered - http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/E712.html
Serpent is Ascending - http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Reverse324Ritual.htm
Kol Nidre: http://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/KN.htm

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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